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Abstract 
We generalise to noncommutative groups, a theorem of Mann concerning the minimum possible 
cardinality of the sum of two arbitrary subsets of a finite group. 
1. Introduction 
A theorem of Mann ([6, p. 2]), states essentially the following theorem. 
Theorem 1.1. Let G be a jinite abelian group and S a subset of G. Iffor every proper 
subgroup H of G, 
IS+HI>ISI+IHI-1, (1) 
then for every subset Tfor which S+ TfG we have 
IS+TI2ISI+(TI-1. (2) 
We propose the following generalisation. 
Theorem 1.2. Let G be a$nite group and S a subset of G. Iffor every proper subgroup 
HofG 
and 
ISHI2ISI+IHI-1 (3) 
IHSI2ISI+IHI-1, (4) 
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then for every subset Tfor which either STZG or TSZG, we have 
ITSI>ISI+ITI--1 
and 
ISTI>ISI+JTI--1. 
(5) 
(6) 
We will prove this theorem through a graphical interpretation of conditions (l)-(6), 
and discuss further generalisations. 
2. The graphical interpretation 
Let G be any finite group and let S be a subset of G. Let us simplify the problem 
slightly by supposing that S contains 1, the unit element. (We will see how to make this 
condition unnecessary later.) Set S* = S - {l}, and denote by C(G,S*) the directed 
Cayley graph (digraph) associated with G and S*. That is, C(G,S*) is the digraph 
where the set of vertices is G and the set of directed edges (arcs) E is defined by 
e = (g, g’) is in E iff g’ = gs for some s in S*. 
If Tc G is any subset of vertices, denote by N + (T) the ‘out-neighbourhood’ of T, i.e. 
N+(T)={xEG\TI~&T, (t,x)EE). 
Similarly, the ‘in-neighbourhood’ of T is 
N-(T)={xEG\TI%eT, (x,t)EE}. 
Since S contains 1, TS=TuN+(T) so that ITSI=ITI+IN+(T)I. So we see that 
condition (5) is equivalent o 
lN+(T)l>lSI-1. (7) 
Since ISTI=I(ST)-‘I=IT-‘S-‘I, similarly we have T-‘S-‘=T-l~N-(T-‘) and 
I ST I = ) T I + I N - (T- ’ ) I. Thus, condition (6) is equivalent o 
IN-(T-‘)I>(SI-1. (8) 
To prove Theorem 1.2 means to ensure that conditions (3) and (4) imply conditions (7) 
and (8) for all T such that TS#G or STZG. This is the same as proving that the 
Cayley digraph C(G, S *) has optimal connectivity, i.e. K = IS * I. We will set out to do 
this after some graph-theoretical preliminaries. 
3. Positive and negative fragments and atoms of Cayley digraphs 
3.1. The general case 
Here D = (X, E) is any directed graph without loops or multiple arcs. Recall that 
D is strongly connected if for any x, YEX there is a directed path from x to y (and from 
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y to x). Tc X is a cutset of D if DXiT (the subgraph induced by X\ T) is not strongly 
connected. The connectivity of D is defined by 
Ic(D)=min{ITIITis a cutset or IX\Tl=l}. 
Now suppose D is strongly connected, let FcX and set 
F-=X\(FuN+(F)) and F+=X\(FuN-(F)). 
F c X is a positive (or negative) fragment if 
(i) IN+(F)I=KP) (or IN-(F)I=W)), 
(ii) F- #8 (or F+ #8). 
Note that fragments always exist except when D is the complete digraph. We shall 
therefore restrict our study to noncomplete digraphs (it will easily be seen that this will 
not be of any consequence on Theorem 1.2). 
An atom is defined as a fragment of minimal cardinality. Note that by definition, 
atoms always exist (whenever fragments do), but not necessarily of both kinds 
(positive or negative). Note that if F is a positive (negative) fragment, then F- (F+ ) is 
a negative (positive) fragment. Note also that if D is changed to DC (obtained from D by 
changing the orientation of the arcs), positive (negative) fragments are changed to 
negative (positive) fragments, and positive (negative) atoms are changed to negative 
(positive) atoms. 
The study of fragments and atoms in graphs was developed by Mader [S]. His work 
was generalised to digraphs by Hamidoune (see [2,3]). 
The central theorem about atoms in digraphs is the following theorem. 
Theorem 3.1 (Hamidoune [2,3]). Let D =(X, E) be a directed graph, A a positive atom 
of D, and F a positive fragment of D. Then Ac F or AnF =8. 
The result is still valid if A is a negative atom and F a negative fragment (change D to 
DC); the point is, A and F have to be of the same kind. 
3.2. The Cuyley digruph cuse 
Suppose now that D= C(G,S*) is a Cayley digraph. Note that D is strongly 
connected iff S* generates G. Note also that DC is also a Cayley digraph: 
DC= C(G, S*- ‘). The left multiplications by elements of G, x ~gx, are graph auto- 
morphisms, and they form a group which acts transitively on the set of vertices G of D. 
So at least one atom exists that contains 1. An interesting fact about atoms of Cayley 
digraphs, upon which the subject of this paper rests, is the following proposition. 
Proposition 3.2 (Hamidoune [2,3]). Let A be an atom of D = C(G, S*) containing 1. 
A is a subgroup of G. 
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Proof. Note that for any XEG, and in particular for any XEA, XA is an atom of the 
same kind as A, and apply Theorem 3.1. q 
Corollary 3.3. The positive (negative) atoms of D, if they exist, are the left cosets xA 
modulo a subgroup A of G, the positive (negative) atom containing 1. 
Note that for any vertex x of D, N’(x) is a cutset separating x from the rest of the 
graph, 1 AJ+ (x)) = 1 XS * ( = 1 S * 1 so that K(D) < 1 S * 1. Let us say that the connectivity of 
D is optimal whenever K(D)= IS*(, in which case any {x} is obviously an atom 
(positive and negative). This proves the following proposition. 
Proposition 3.4. The connectivity of D= C(G, S*) is not optimal @the atoms of D are 
not single elements (in which case the cosets of Corollary 3.3 are nontrivial). 
4. Proof of Theorem 1.2 
As was hinted in the introduction, the main idea of the proof is to take any subset 
S satisfying conditions (3) and (4) and find a Cayley digraph related to S with optimal 
connectivity. First we need to study Cayley digraphs which do not have optimum 
connectivity. As mentioned earlier, suppose D= C(G, S*) is a strongly connected 
(finite) Cayley digraph. Suppose its connectivity is not optimal, so that K(D) < 1 S* I. 
We will prove a result concerning the structure of S*. 
4.1. Structure of S* when K(D)< IS*( 
We suppose throughout this section that K(D) < 1 S* 1. First, suppose that D contains 
positive atoms. Let A be the positive atom containing 1. It is a proper subgroup of 
G by Propositions 3.2 and 3.1. 
Proposition 4.1. If D has nonoptimal connectivity, then AnS* #8. 
Note that this implies AS = AS*. 
Proof. Otherwise, N+(A)=JS*= N+(l) contradicts K(D)<IS*I, since IN+(A)/ =IC by 
definition of an atom. 0 
Consider G as partitioned into right cosets modulo A, and consider the induced 
partition on S*, i.e. write S* as 
S* = A,uA2u--.uA,,, 
where for every i such that 1 < i < h, Ai # 0 and Ai = S *n Asi for a certain SiES *+ Let 
di=Asi\Ai and di=ldil. 
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In other words, consider that S * is a union of right cosets modulo A with ‘holes’ in 
them; the holes are the sets di. The following lemma is a straightforward generalisa- 
tion of [l, Proposition 81. 
Lemma 4.2. dl+dz+...+d,,<IAI. 
Proof. Note that 
Since IN+(A)I=lc(D)<IS*I, N+(A)=AS*\A implies that 
IAS*I-IAI<IN+(A)I<IS*I. 
Hence, 
IAS*I-IS*I<IAI. 0 
If A is a negative atom of D containing 1, then it is a positive atom of C(G,S*-‘) 
and the Lemma 4.2 establishes that 
IAS*-‘I-IS*-lI<JAj. 
But since I AS *-ll=I(AS*-‘)-‘I=(S*Al, we deduce the following proposition. 
Proposition 4.3. Zf A is a positive (or negative) atom of D = C(G, S*) containing 1, and if 
~c(D)<lS*l, then 
IAS*I-IS*I<IAI (or IS*AI-IS*I<IAI). 
Broadly speaking, this last proposition states that C(G,S*) can have nonoptimal 
connectivity only if S* is either a union of left cosets modulo a proper subgroup or 
a union of right cosets modulo a proper subgroup, with possibly a few missing 
elements, their number being limited by the order of the subgroup. 
If H is a subgroup of G and S a subset of G, set dR( S, H) = I HS I - IS I (the right defect 
of S relative to H, say) and 
dR(S,H)>IHIkl 
and 
dL( S, H) = I SH I - I S I. Conditions (3) and (4) become 
(3’) 
(4’) 
Note the following obvious 
Lemma 4.4. For any g EG, we have 
&(Sg, H)=d,(S,H) and dL(gS,H)=dL(S,H). 
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If A is a positive atom of D=C(G,S*) containing 1, we have 
K(D)=IN+(A)~=(AS*I-IAI=IS*I-IAI+d,JS*,A). 
So we can state the following lemma. 
Lemma 4.5. If A is a positive (or negative) atom of D = C(G, S*) containing 1, and if 
K(D)<JS*~, then 
K(D)=IS*I-lAl+dR(S*,A) (or rc(D)=IS*I-IAI+dL(S*,A)). 
4.2. Conclusion of the proof of Theorem 1.2 
Suppose now that S is a subset of G satisfying (3) and (4) (equivalently (3’) and (4’)). 
We can already see that if S generates G and contains 1, Propositions 4.3 and 4.1 imply 
that the Cayley digraph C(G,S*) has optimal connectivity (otherwise the subgroup 
A in Proposition 4.3 would contradict (3) or (4)), hence the conclusion of Theorem 1.2. 
If S does not necessarily contain 1, the situation is slightly more involved. We proceed 
in the following way. Note first that if ISI = 1, the conclusion of the theorem is 
obviously true, so assume that ISI > 1. Let Q(S) be the set 
52(S)=(ITSI-ITIITcG, TS#G}u{ISTI-ITIITcG, ST#G}. 
Let o(S) be the minimum number in Q(S). Suppose S does not satisfy the conclusion 
of the theorem. This means w(S) < I S I- 1. Let V be a subset of minimum cardinality of 
G achieving the minimum o(S), so that either 
(i) IVSl-IVI=o(S) with VSZG, 
or 
(ii) lSV\-1 Vl=w(S) with SVZG. 
Suppose case (i) occurs, so that I VSI -I VI = w(S). Let (T be an element of G such that 
Sa contains 1. If Sa does not generate the whole group G, then Sa generates a proper 
subgroup H of G and 
dR(S,H)=dR(So,H)=IHI-ISaI=IHI-ISI, 
which contradicts (4’) since ISI > 1. So So generates G. 
Note that aT ranges over all subsets of G whenever T does, and that 1 aT I = I T(, so 
that the set Q(S) is the same as the set 
S2(So)=(ITSaI-ITIITcG, TSa#G}u{ISoTI-ITIITcG, SoTZG}. 
We see therefore that I’ is a set of minimal cardinality achieving w(So). Hence, I’ is 
a positive atom of the graph D,= C(G,(Sa)*), and is not a single element since 
o(S) < I SI - 1 (which means that the connectivity of this graph is not optimal). So 
there is a positive atom aV, containing 1 (which is a proper subgroup of G) in this 
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digraph. Applying Proposition 4.3, we get 
By Proposition 4.1, we obtain 
But d,(Sa, aV)=&(S, NV). This leads to the contradiction that S does not satisfy 
condition (4’). 
If 1/ verifies case (ii) instead of case (i), proceed in a similar way (choose g such that 
aS contains 1) to obtain that S does not satisfy condition (3’). This concludes the proof 
of Theorem 1.2. 0 
5. Concluding remarks 
It would be interesting to know more about the structure of sets S and T satisfying 
STZG and ISTI<ISI+JTI-1 (9) 
Such a set S contradicts the conclusion of Theorem 1.2, which means that there exists 
a subgroup H not satisfying (3) or (4) (equivalently (3’) or (4’)). In other words 
Theorem 1.2 says that in such a situation, S must be a union of right cosets or of left 
cosets modulo a subgroup H (with less than 1H ( - 1 missing elements), and similarly 
T must also be a union of left cosets or of right cosets modulo a subgroup K (with less 
than I K I- 1 missing elements), but it does not specify left or right ((3) or (4)), nor does 
it mention any relation between H and K. 
When G is an abelian group, the following theorem was proved by Kneser [4]. 
Theorem 5.1. If S and T are subsets of the jnite abelian group G such that S + T# G 
and 1 S + T I < IS I + I T j - 1, then there exists a proper subgroup H of G such that 
S+T=S+T+H and IS+TI3ISltlTI-IHI. (10) 
A little thought shows that this implies the existence of a subgroup H of G (a 
subgroup of maximum order satisfying (10)) such that S and T are both a union of 
cosets modulo H with defects satisfying 
d,_(S,H)+dR(T,H)<(HI-1. (11) 
So this says more than Theorem 1.2 in the abelian case. The problem of generalising 
Kneser’s theorem to the nonabelian case is open (see [7]). Still, it would seem natural 
that the only pairs of subsets S and T satisfying (9) are a union of left cosets modulo 
a certain subgroup H for S and a union of right cosets modulo H for T (as 
before, with a limited number of defects, i.e. satisfying dL(S, H)< IHI- 1 and 
dR( T, H) < I H I - 1). The following instructive example shows why this is not the case. 
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Let G be the group S4 of permutation on the set of four elements { 1,2,3,4}. Let 
a=(12), b=(134), so that ab=(1342). Set C={1,a,b,ab}=AuAb, where A is the 
subgroup { 1, u}. This is an example given in [8] where it was proved that A is 
a positive atom of D=C(G,C*) and that D contains no negative atom. 
Set S=G\C and T=Z-' so that S= G\(AuC*). In other words, with the notations 
introduced in Section 3.1, S = A - in the graph D, so that S is a negative fragment, and 
ST=A-UN-(A-)=A-uN+(A)=G\A. We deducefromthisthat 
ISTI=ISI+ITI-2. 
But T=C-1={1,(12),(143),(1243)}, and since T generates G, the order of any sub- 
group H such that T could be a union of right cosets modulo H with right defect 
d,(T, H) < 1 HI - 1 is 1 HI = 2. But (12) is the only element of T of order two, so the only 
possibility is H = A; one checks that AT# T so that T is not a union of right cosets 
modulo A. This is therefore a case where S and T satisfy (9) without being a union of 
left cosets and of right cosets, respectively (at least not with the usual limited number 
of defects). So the questions left open are if Theorem 1.2 can be improved, and if so, 
how could such an improvement be formulated? 
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